We consider a nancial market consisting of a nonrisky asset and a risky one. We study the minimal initial capital needed in order to super-replicate some given contingent claim under Gamma constraint, i.e. constraint on the unbounded variation part of the hedging portfolio. In the general Markov di usion case, we prove a veri cation Theorem which characterizes the super-replication cost as the solution of some variational inequality. In the context of the Black-Scholes model, our veri cation Theorem allows to derive an explicit solution of the problem.
Introduction
In this paper we address the problem of super-replication under Gamma constraint. To help understanding the nancial meaning of the problem, we rst review quickly the Black and Scholes framework which is the simplest version of the super-replication problem under portfolio constraints in nancial mathematics.
The nancial market consists in one riskless asset, whose price process is normalized to S 0 = 1, and one risky asset whose price process evolves according to the stochastic di erential equation dS(t)=S(t) = (t)dt + dW(t). Given a European-type contingent claim g(S(t)), the unconstrained super-replication cost v BS (0; S(0)) is de ned as the minimal initial capital which allows to hedge g(S(T)) through some portfolio strategy on the assets S 0 and S. It is well-known that the solution of this problem coincides with the arbitrage price of g(S(T)) and is given by v BS (t; s) = E Q g(S(T))jS(t) = s], where E Q (:) is the expectation operator under the equivalent martingale measure, i.e. Q is the probability measure equivalent to P under which the process S is a martingale.
The optimal hedging strategy then consists in holding (t; S(t)) := v BS s (t; S(t)) units of the risky asset at each time t 2 0; T]. In practice, traders on nancial markets are faced with constraints such as shortselling or borrowing constraints. These restrictions render the optimal startegy impossible to use in pratice. In the presence of such constraints, the notion of super-replication is introduced to replace the no arbitrage price of Black and Scholes. We refer to Jouini and Kallal (1995) and Cvitani c and Karatzas (1993) for the super-replication problem with general portfolio constraints. They provide a characterization of the minimal super-replication cost as the value of a stochastic optimal control problem. Broadie, Cvitani c and Soner (1996) observe that this control problem can be explicitly solved. They show that the minimal super-replication cost is the unconstrained Black-Scholes price of a modi ed claim. For the stochastic volatility model, a similar explicit solution is provided in Cvitani c, Pham and Touzi (1997) .
Another problem which faces traders in practice is the variation of the optimal hedging strategy. The Gamma associated to the optimal hedging strategy is de ned by (t; S(t)) := v BS ss (t; S(t)) and describes the variation of the holdings in S, in the optimal hedging strategy, with respect to an in nitesimal change of the process S. Since traders only act in discrete-time, a large induces an important risk exposure during the period in between two transaction dates.
Chief goal of this paper is rst to de ne the super-replication problem under a Gamma constraint and then to obtain an explicit solution.
Formulation of the problem is obtained by observing that the Gamma constraint is equivalent to a bound on the variation of the hedging portfolio. We then provide a simple elegant solution to this problem. To brie y describe the solution, letĝ be the smallest function greater than g which satis es the Gamma constraint. In the general Markov di usion case, the minimal super-replicating cost with Gamma constraint solves some variational inequality with terminal conditionĝ. In the context of the Black and Scholes model, the solution of the problem is given by E Q ĝ(S(t))], i.e. the Black and Scholes no-arbitrage price of the contingent claimĝ(S(T )). We explicitely calculate theĝ function for several standard options such as European Calls, Puts and Digital options.
Previously, convex duality arguments have been used to characterize the minimal superreplicating cost. The dual formulation of the problem was obtained by suitable changes of measure. In the case of Gamma constraints, it seems that the di usion coe cients need to be modi ed in order to follow a similar technique. Since this can not be accomplished by equivalent changes of measure, we were not able to use the convex duality arguments. Instead, we introduce a dynamic programming argument to identify the super-replication cost as the viscosity solution of a di erential inequality. To our knowledge, this is the rst use of dynamic programming in this context. We believe that this is a powerful tool in analyzing \stochastic target" problems, and establishing the connection between the backward-forward stochastic di erential equations and viscosity solutions.
Another important technical contribution of this paper is a result on the behavior of double stochastic integrals with respect to Brownian motion. This is needed because our formulation of the problem involves a nonclassical constraint on the unbounded variation part of the portfolio process, which is itself the integrand of the martingale part of the state process.
Section 2 describes the general framework. After formulating the assumptions in Section 3, we state the dynamic programming principle suitable with our problem, which is the key step for the solution. Section 4 contains the main result of the paper. In section 5, we specialize the analysis to the Black and Scholes model and in section 6, we explicitly compute some examples. Section 8 is devoted to the proof of an important propery of double stochastic integrals. In section 9, we show a viscosity supersolution property of the super-replication cost function. We nish by proving a technical comparison result in Section 10.
Problem
We consider a nancial market which consists of one bank account, with constant price process S 0 (t) = 1 for all t 2 0; T], and one risky asset with price process evolving according 
As usual, the assumption that the interest rate of the bank account is zero can be easily dispensed with, by appropriate discounting.
Consider now an economic agent, endowed with an initial capital x at time t, who invests We shall formulate the gamma constraint, by requiring that the process is bounded. Before making this de nition precise, we give a formal discussion. Formally, we expect the hedging portfolio to satisfy Y (u) = v s (u; S(u)) ; where v is the minimal super-replication cost. Indeed, this is true in the classical BlackScholes theory, as well as in the case of portfolio constraints ; see Broadie, Cvitani c and Soner (1996) . Assuming enough regularity, we apply the Ito formula. The result is
where A(u) is given in terms of derivatives of v. Compare this equation with (2.1) to conclude that (u) = S(u)v ss (u; S(u)) : Therefore a bound on the process translates to a bound on sv ss . Notice that, by changing the de nition of the process in (2.1), we may bound v ss instead of sv ss . However, we choose to study sv ss because it is a dimensionless quantity, i.e., if all the parameters in the problem is increased by the same factor, sv ss still remains unchanged.
We now formulate the Gamma constraint in the following way. Given some initial capital x > 0, a trading strategy (y; ; ) is said to be x-admissible if it satis es the Gamma constraint (u) L for all t u T a.s. and the associated wealth process X ; t;x;s;y is nonnegative. We shall denote by We consider an European type contingent claim g(S t;s (T )) de ned by the terminal payo function g. Throughout this paper, we make the following standing assumption : function g is nonnegative and lower semicontinuous: (2.3)
Given such a contingent claim, we then consider the in mum v(t; s) of initial capitals x which induce a wealth process X ; t;x;s;y through some admissible trading strategy (y; ; ) such that X ; t;x;s;y hedges g(S t;s (T )), i.e. v(t; s) = inf n x : 9 (y; ; ) 2 A t;s (x); X ; t;x;s;y (T ) g(S t;s (T )) a.s. o : (2.4) Note that, if g is convex so is v in the s-variable; hence, in this case, Gamma is bounded from below as well. Our purpose is to prove that function v(t; s) solves a variational inequality and that its terminal value is given by some functionĝ majorizing g. In the particular Black and Scholes model, these observations allow to derive an interesting explicit solution for the hedging problem (2.4) : v(t; s) is the (unconstrained) Black and Scholes price of the modi ed contingent claimĝ(S t;s (T )). Functionĝ can be easily computed as it appears from the examples provided in section 6.
Throughout this paper, we shall introduce a probability measure P P 0 de ned by :
We shall denote by E(:) the expectation operator under the probability measure P. By Girsanov's Theorem, the process W de ned by :
(r; S t;s (r)) (r; S t;s (r)) dr; t u T; is a Brownian motion under P. In terms of the Brownian motion W, the risky asset price process is de ned by : S t;s (t) = s and dS t;s (u) S t;s (u) = (u; S t;s (u))dW (u); t u T: and let h conc be the concave envelope of h, i.e., the smallest concave function greater than h. Setĝ Reason for introducing the functionĝ is the following property.
Lemma 3.1ĝ is smallest function satisfying the following two conditions: The following comparison Theorem will be used in the proof of our main result.
Theorem 3.1 Assume Assumption 3.1.
(i) Suppose that the variational inequality (3.2)-(3.3) has a C 1;2 ( 0; T) (0; 1)) solutionv with Lv bounded andv is polynomially growing in s at in nity.
(ii) Let u be a lower semicontinuous viscosity supersolution of (3.2) with u(T; :) ĝ(:), u(:; 0) v(:; 0) and u(t; s) E ĝ(S t;s (T ))].
Then, we have : u(t; s) v(t; s) for all (t; s) 2 0; T] (0; 1):
Proof is given in section 10. Our nal assumption is the existence of a smooth solution to the variational inequality (3.2). We will prove that this solution is equal to the minimal super-replication cost. In the Black-Scholes model, an explicit solution is provided. We shall prove in section 6 that Assumption 3.2 holds in the context of the Black and Scholes model under a weak condition on the payo function g. Indeed, in this case we shall see thatv(t; s) = E ĝ(S t;s (T ))], the Black and Scholes price of the modi ed contingent claim g(S t;s (T )).
Remark 3.3 Functionv de ned in Assumption 3.2 satis eŝ v(t; s) E ĝ(S t;s (T ))] 0 for all (t; s) 2 0; T] (0; 1):
The second inequality follows from the nonnegativity condition on g. The rst inequality is easily seen by a classical comparison theorem. As de ned,v is a supersolution of the equation Lv = 0 together with the terminal conditionv(T; s) =ĝ(s); s > 0. This implies thatv(t; s) E ĝ(S t;s (T ))] by the comparison Theorem for the equation Lu = 0.
Dynamic Programming
The following is the analogue of the principle of dynamic programming which is standard in the theory of stochastic optimal control theory rst proved by R. Bellman. Lemma 4.1 (Dynamic Programming) Let (t; s) 2 0; T) 0; 1).
(DP) Suppose that X ; t;x;s;y (T ) g(S t;s (T )) for some ( ; ) 2 A t;s (x), y 2 IR, and an initial wealth x 2 IR. Then, X ; t;x;s;y (u) v (u; S t;s (u)) ; t u T P ? a.s. Proof. Let x, y and ( ; ) be as in the above statement, and x u 2 (t; T]. Setx = X^ ;^ t;x;s;y (u),ŝ = S t;s (u),ŷ = Y ; t;s (u), so that X ; t;x;s;y (T ) = X ; u;x;ŝ;ŷ (T ): Since X ; t;x;s;y (T ) g (S t;s (T )) = g (S u;ŝ (T )) ; x v(u;ŝ). 2
Remark 4.1 As in optimal control theory, second part of the dynamic programming is also available. Since we do not need this result in this paper, we will only give a formal discussion of it. A systematic study of dynamic programming is given in an upcoming paper of the authors. First, for a technical reason, we slightly change the de nition of v. Indeed, letṽ be the mininal dominating price with the condition on the process fA(t) := R t 0 (u)du, 0 t Tg relaxed to be in BV(0,T), the set of all right-continuous processes with bounded variation,i.e., instead of assuming that the process ( ) is bounded, we require that its integral A( ) is BV. This allows the process A to have jumps as in stochastic singular control. We modify the set of admissible controls A t;s (x) accordingly. Then, for any process A( ) which belongs to BV (0; T) with probability one, 2 L 1 ((0; T) ), > 0, and y 2 IR, P h 9 h > 0; X A; t;x ;s;y (t + h) ?ṽ (t + h; S t;s (t + h)) Note that by our assumption, the above set is nonempty with probability one, and therefore, is well de ned. Setv :=ṽ ( ; S t;s ( )) andŝ := S t;s ( ). Then, there exist some F( ) measurable random variablesx 2 v;v + ( =2)) and (ŷ;Â;^ ) 2 A ;ŝ (x) such that X^ ;^ ;x;ŝ;ŷ (T ) g(S ;ŝ (T )) P ? a.s. Remark 5.1 In the rst part of the above proof, the optimal hedging strategy (y; ; ) is expressed explicitely in terms of the derivatives of the minimal super-replication cost functionv.
Remark 5.2 In the above proof, it is shown (without appealing to Theorem 3.1) that the (unconstrained) Black and Scholes price ofĝ(S t;s (T )) is a trivial lower bound for v : v(t; s) E ĝ(S t;s (T ))] for all (t; s) 2 0; T) (0; 1):
We shall use this lower bound in the proof of the comparison Theorem 3.1.
The Black and Scholes model
In this section, we specialize the discussion to the so-called Black and Sholes model in which the volatility function (t; s) is constant, i.e. Sinceĝ 1, we haveĝ conc 1 and Assumption 3.1 holds. Then, Theorem 6.1 again applies.
Properties of Stochastic Integrals
In this section we prove several interesting properties of double stochastic integrals with respect to Brownian motion. The key idea in our analysis was provided by Professor F. Delbean.
It is well known that if and G I be given by G t := F h ?1 (t) . Then the time-changed process (Ŵ ; G I) is a standard Brownian motion.
By the time-change formula (see e.g. Karatzas and Shreve 1991, Proposition 4.8 p176), we rewrite (8.1) as C t^
where (u) := (b(h ?1 (u))) ?1 . Since b is bounded away from zero, is bounded and :
for some constant C 0 .
Step 2. By the law of iterated Logarithm, there exists a sequence of bounded positive IF-stopping times ( n ) n converging to zero such that : W( n ) 2 n ?! +1 P ? a.s.
Since is positive, for su ciently large n, h( n ) = h(h ?1 ( n )) = n . Hence,
?! +1 P ? a.s.
(8.5)
Step 3. Choose M so that jbj < M. Let Let n be the sequence constructed in Step 2. Since n tends to zero as n approaches to zero,
Step 4. Since b( ^t) c, the de nition of h implies that
Combining this inequality with (8.5), (8.6) we arrive at lim sup
Step 5. By (8.4), we have :
Clearly this is contradiction with the previous step.
2
Our next generalization is to replace W in (8.1) by the stock price process. We introduce some notation that will be used throughout this section. Let (t n ; s n ) be a sequence converging to some (t 0 ; s 0 ) 2 0; T) (0; 1). To simplify the notation, we set : S n (t) := S tn;sn (t) and n (t) := S tn;sn (t) (t; S tn;sn (t)) :
Since the processes S n may take very large values, we need to introduce a sequence of stopping times de ned as follows. For a large constant > 0 let n := inf ft > t n : jln(S n (t)=s n )j g (8.7)
In our notation, we do not show the dependence of n on . which guaranties the P-a.s. convergence of t^ n to t^ 0 .
Next two results deal will a slightly general double integral:
M n (t^ n ) := Z tn+t^ n tn z n + Z u tn a n (r)dr + Z u tn b n (r)dS n (r) dS n (u) n + C t : (8.8) We will rst show that if n tends to zero, then z n also converges to zero. This is a slight generalization of the result on single integrals. Later, we obtain information on the limit behavior of the sequence b n .
Proposition 8.1 Let (fa n (u); u 0g) n and (fb n (u); u 0g) n be two sequences of realvalued, progressively measurable processes that are unifromly bounded in n. Suppose that (8.8) holds with real numbers (z n ) n , ( n ) n , and stopping times ( n ) n . Further, we assume that as n tends to zero, n ?! 0 and t^ n ?! t^ 0 P ? a:s:;
where 0 is a positive stopping time. Then :
Proof. For each n 0, de ne the stopping time n := 1^ n^ n :
By Remark 8.1, t^ n ! t^ 0 with probability one. Let be an arbitrary real parameter and de ne the local martingales Z n by :
By the de nition of n in (8.7), the process fZ n (t^ n ), t 0g is a P-martingale satisfying
We then de ne the probability measure P n equivalent to P by its density process fZ n (t^ n ), t 0g with respect to P. We shall denote by E n the expectation operator under P n . By Girsanov's Theorem, the process W n (:^ n ) de ned by :
W n (t) = W(t) ?
Z t 0 du n (u) ; t 0 is a Brownian motion under P n . We also de ne the local martingale Z by :
By the same argument as above, the process fZ (t^ 0 ), t 0g is a square integrable Pmartingale and is therefore the density process of some probability measure P equivalent to P. We shall denote by E the expectation operator under P . It is easily checked that Z n (t^ n ) ?! Z (t^ ) P ? a.s.
possibly after passing to a subsequence. It then follows from (8.9) that we also have where mart(P n ) is a martingale under P n starting from zero. Take expectation under P n , apply the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality for the third term on the right-hand side, and also utilize the bounds on (a n ) n and (b n ) n to obtain z n E n t^ n ] n + C 0 E n t^ n ] + (j j + where`denotes either lim inf n z n or lim sup n z n . We now divide by t and take the limit as t & 0. Since 0 is positive P (and then P )-a.s., we get by dominated convergence :
Since is arbitrary, we conclude that lim inf n z n = lim sup n z n = 0. 2
The following result is a stronger version of Lemma 8.1 which will be used in section 9. We shall denote by IH 2 the Hilbert space of all progressively measurable Lebesgue(0,T) Psquare integrable processes.
Let (b n ) n be as in Lemma 8.1. By assumption, (b n ) n is bounded in L 1 (Lebesgue(0; T) P). Then it is bounded in IH 2 , and therefore, converges weakly to some b, possibly along a subsequence. Proof. De ne the stopping times n as in the proof of Lemma 8.1. To simplify the notation, we rename process b n (t)1 tn t tn+t^ n by b n (t). By Mazur's Lemma, there exists a sequence of coe cients ( n k ; k n) n with n k 0 and Integrating by parts and using the bound on a n and S n (:^ n ) provides :
M n (t^ n ) = z n S n (t n + t^ n ) ? s n ] +S n (t n + t^ n ) Z tn+t^ n tn a n (r)dr ?
Z tn+t^ n tn S n (u)a n (u)du Finally let v " be the lower semicontinuous envelope of v " . It is clear that v " also satis es the dynamic programming equation of Lemma 4.1.
We will rst show that v " is a viscosity supersolution of (9.1). Let ' 2 C 1 (IR We may assume that (v " ? ')(t 0 ; s 0 ) = 0, so that v " '. Choose (t n ; s n ) ! (t 0 ; s 0 ) so that v " (t n ; s n ) converges to v " (t 0 ; s 0 ). For each n, by the de nition of v " and the dynamic programming, there are x n 2 v " (t n ; s n ); v " (t n ; s n ) + 1=n], hedging strategies (y n ; n ; n ) 2 A " tn;sn (x n ) satisfying X n; n tn;xn;sn;yn (t n + t) ? v " (t n + t; S tn;sn (t n + t)) 0 for every t > 0. Since v " v " ', x n + Z tn+t tn Y n; n tn;sn;yn (u)dS tn;sn (u) ? '(t n + t; S tn;sn (t n + t)) 0: Set n := x n ? '(t n ; s n ) and observe that n ! 0 as n ! 1, since '(t n ; s n ) ! '(t 0 ; s 0 ) = v " (t 0 ; s 0 ), jx n ? v " (t n ; s n )j 1=n and v " (t n ; s n ) ?! v " (t 0 ; s 0 ). L'(t n + u; S tn;sn (t n + u))du :
For some su ciently large positive constant , de ne the stopping time :
n := inf fu > 0 : jln(S tn;sn (t n + u)=s n )j g ;
and observe that the stopping times n satisfy t^ n ?! t^ 0 P ? a.s.;
see Remark 8.1. By the smoothness of L', the integrand in the de nition of M n is bounded up to the stopping time n and therefore, taking expectation in (9.3) provides :
?E " Z t^ n 0 L'(t n + u; S tn;sn (t n + u))du # ? n ;
By sending n to in nity, we obtain :
?E which is the rst part of (9.2). It remains to prove the second inequality. 
